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UPO S: ALPHA and OPflEOfl 
For many years, UFO research organisations and groups have investigated 
witnesses of UFO encounters with very little or no results. It has been 
discovered that some well organised research groups are funded by the 
Government in an effort to keep control of the situation. 

Over the past few years, there has not only been complete UFO awareness 
but also secret documents being leaked out into the public domain. 

IT IS TIME THAT THE INVESTIGATORS AND RESEARCHERS BE RESEARCHED AND 
INVESTIGATED. . t 

A group code named ELITE has now put this into practice with a project 
called OPERATION ALPHA and OMEGA. Its two main agents are code named 
DESTINY and DELIVERANCE. They are concerned that the whole question of 
UFOs is getting out of hand. 

Investigations began within the bowels of an organisation, where it was 
discovered that one of their members was meeting socially with a member 
of the Air Staff Division of the Ministry of Defence. It was further 
noted that certain UFO investigators were passing on witness 
information to the same department of the Ministry of Defence. 

In August 1992, a ten page document was distributed containing details 
of UFO(?) activity in the Nevada Desert. Since this document was 
released, ELITE has done much research to validate it. 

DESTINY has found out for certain that the American Government have 
gained technology from our Extra terrestrial neighbours. Also that the 
American Government, together with a group of German scientists have 
been abducting animals and humans for genetic experimentation. 

DESTINY has also found out that a team or collection of personnel are 
being prepared for a 'LONG JOURNEY', and due to suppression of space 
only a selected few may go. 

Consider this, many people have complained of abduction, having embryos 
complete wombs and eggs removed. ELITE wonders if this could have 
something to do with a planned migration of human seed being 
transported in the womb of a rabbit to somewhere else ? (We know this 
is possible because it has already been publicly demonstrated). 

The British Goverrment must have a vested interest in this, since the 
question of UFOs is a worldwide problem. 

What is the cost of the production of the so called 'MASTER RACE' that 
is hoped will be developed by the year 2000 ? 

When will the Governments realise that genetically produced HYBRIDS can 
still breed and cannot be contained forever ? 

Why are the Governments afraid of the UFO witnesses ? Is it because the 
witnesses may learn things through their contacts that the Governments 
regard as top secret ? 



The information that ELITE has regarding the subject of UFOs and advanced 
technology could run into many hundreds of pages, but all we want to do 
in this first document is to outline as briefly as possible the many 
areas that concern us all. 

WAKE UP AND REALISE THAT THE GENERAL PUBLIC ARE BECOMING MORE AND MORE 
AWARE THAT THERE IS A PROBLEM WITH EACH DOCUMENT, VIDEO AND BOCK THAT 
BECOMES AVAILABLE. 

The public realise even without you telling them that the Earth is 
heading towards ecological disaster and social disorder. So, when push 
comes to shove, most members of the public are going to take care of 
themselves. It will be a matter of survival, and the last people the 
public are going to trust are those that have lied to them, kept things 
from them, and refused to share with them the problems that will affect 
us all at the end of the day. (Their respective Governments.) 

During UFO lectures and conferences etc, many UFO photographs have been 
shown. When the pictures are not very clear, they are considered to be 
fake. When the pictures show to be unbelievably real, they too are 
considered to be fake. 

So what was it that made a tea bag out of^Captain Mantell's plane ? 
Thousands and thousands of perforations !! 
Could it have been a freak shower of hail stones ? 

NO, it was a BEAMSHIP, commonly known by the American Government as 
having beams that when displayed can break down the molecular structure 
of people, but NOT aircraft. That will account for Captain Mantel l's 
missing body. 

If you combine every case history, every report of every sighting since 
the Roswell crash in 1947, you would be amazed at how many people are 
putting themselves ta great expense, to investigate and attempt to 
discredit a subject which officially Governments refuse to accept as a 
reality. 

It seems an awful lot of money for supposedly intelligent people to spend 
on what they are preaching to be fiction. 

It seems strange to ELITE that the Governments and the general public who 
are supposed to be on the same side, are constantly at war with each 
other on this subject. 

What are they afraid of ? 
Culture shock ? 
RUBBISH ! 

First of all the public have the right to know about anything that can 
affect their lives and the lives of their children. 

Can it be that the leaders of the Earth have become involved in something 
which they can no longer control ? 
OR 
Are they totally in control of something that they wish to keep to 
themselves, so that only they can benefit ? 



We think it has been obvious for many years that we could not possibly be the 
only life sustaining planet in the Universe. Once upon a time, people would 
declare, " I've seen a UFO!". The reply would be, "Where is the evidence ?", 
and of course there wasn't any. But now it's a different story. 

1. Mutilated cattle, cut by highly efficient laser technology. 

2. Supposedly Alien abductions, leaving physical marks such as laser burns, 
implants and missing time experiences, and leaving the victim in a 
traumatised state resembling that of a rape victim. 

3. Government and official documents being discovered disclosing the crash 
and retreival of alien craft. Also personnel who have worked in top secret 
installations coming forward saying they have worked on such crafts, thus 
validating the documents. * >* 

4. The intimidation and monitoring of witnesses, investigators and Government 
officials who openly discuss the subject, by MIBS, unmarked security 
personnel and other unnamed authorities. 

HOW MUCH MORE EVIDENCE DO YOU NEED ? 

Well if that's not enough, then maybe this may help to convince you. 

Maybe the American Government feels that what people are seeing when they 
sight some UFOs, is one of their own high tech11 crafts produced and tested for 
propaganda purposes, stolen from Extra Terrestrial technology. 

ELITE knows that the American Government has designed a vehicle using this 
technology code named PUP HOVER, a craft capable of levitating above the 
ground and speeds of up to 4000 mph. It is operated by mind control 
technology and contains an anti gravity device. The crew consists of twelve 
personnel. 

While we are talking about American craft, DESTINY has found out the 
Americans have been working on Stealth technology since 1939, and are 
currently working on an idea to produce a Stealth type missile code named ..? 
We won't go into any more detail until we produce the next document. 

As for the secrets that the British Government think they have, just to give 
you a taste of what we know, DELIVERANCE has found that the Ministry of 
Defence installation at Southend, England, had in 1984 retreived a black 
dumbbell shaped UFO which was exposed on a beach on the south coast. It was 
approximately eighty foot across, four men high, weighed about 20 tonnes and 
was taken away under the cover of darkness. It was escorted by two jeeps and 
a motorcyclist. This manoeuvre took just three quarters of an hour. ( A plug 
that had worked its way loose from the ocean floor was the explanation given) 

Do they blindly think that people are oblivious to the truth, or are they 
just hoping that ? 

DELIVERANCE has also found that they have been unable to enter this craft as 
it seems to have a self sealing mechanism, and when it was loaded on to the 
truck, one of the personnel patted the object and recieved microwave burns to 
the palm of his hand. He also suffered a vibration that went right through 
his body. 

DELIVERANCE also knows that the British Government are 'baby sitting' a 
rather high tech scanning device which they keep in a secret submarine named 
DOLPHIN 12. More about this in the second document ! 



During research into a certain abduction case that occured in the USA, ELITE 
have discovered that the contents of the experience pointed to American 
Government involvement. This was investigated thoroughly and under hypnosis 
the victim could never remember leaving the ground, and mentioned that all 
the abductors were human wearing silver space suits. This seems to indicate 
that the abduction was not 'out of this world'. Please at this point do not 
get the impression that we do not believe in abduction or of the existence 
of Extra Terrestrials. 

ON THE CONTRARY, WE ARE NOT BELIEVERS, WE KNOW FOR SURE. 

IN THE COMING MONTHS WE WILL REVEAL MORE OF WHAT WE KNOW, AND WHEN THE TIME 
IS RIŒT WE WILL REVEAL OURSELVES ALSO. 

There is still time for everybody involved to rethink tHi§ problem and deal 
with it in a different way. But we are not going to tell you how to do that. 
You have to talk about it among youselves and decide. 

IF YOU WANT THE EARTH AND HUMAN LIFE TO CONTINUE, AT SOME POINT YOU ARE 
GOING TO HAVE TO LISTEN TO THOSE WHO KNOW BETTER. GOD KNOWS WERE IS NO MAN 
ALIVE WHO CAN SORT THESE PROBLEMS OUT ALONE. 

If you belong to any UFO research group or organisation you can be assured 
that at least two members will be Government personnel, placed there in 
order to report back the findings on any research. 

If you are a witness leaning on any of these groups or organisations, your 
experience is no longer a personal thing and will be discussed, torn to 
pieces, ridiculed and then thrown back in your face. So, if you felt very 
special to begin with, you wont by the time they have finished with you. 

All you have to ask yourself is what have you ever gained from talking about 
your experiences ? What help or understanding have you been given ? What 
explanations have been offered ? 

If you are yourselves a government agent, are you getting job satisfaction ? 

WHEN WILL ALL THE CONSPIRACY END ? VERY SOON, THANKS TO ELITE. 

While we continue our investigations we are learning more and more about 
who's who, especially those who are masquerading as investigators and 
researchers. So if your one of the above mentioned, YOUR COVER IS BLOW. 

Every human whether suppressed, conditioned or otherwise is only concerned 
about their own future, NOT EVERYBODY CAN BE BOUGHT OR SHUT UP. 

HERE ENDETH THE FIRST LESSON, UNTIL NEXT TIME. WATCH YOUR BACK. 

DESTINY AND DELIVERANCE ON BEHALF OF ELITE 

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO COPY & DISTRIBUTE ACCORDINGLY 
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UFOs: ALPHA AND OMEGA 

As promised we bring you further information while still 
remaining 'cowardly'. We would like to make clear to 
everyone who reads this document the aims of ELITE. 

LET ONLY HE WHO HAS INTELLIGENCE UNDERSTAND WHAT IS WRITTEN. 

ELITE are concerned for the human race, for the planet Earth 
and for the cosmos. It is disturbed in finding that 
Governments suppress the information which would open the 
minds of Man and give him the freedom which every living 
thing is entitled to. Suppression it seems has been the 
order of the day for a very long time. The aims of ELITE are 
to aggrivate an enforcement of the lifting of this 
suppression. 

If you are thinking we are part of any Government you would 
be wrong. If you are thinking that we are part of any 
infiltration group offering disinformation you would also be 
wrong. You would be closer to the truth if you were thinking 
that ELITE is part of an Extra Terrestrial and Alien liason, 
and that the human race is slowly jbut surely being brought 
to the stage of awareness of our existence, in a physical 
sense. 

For many years, various Governments have learned some of the 
technology of our highly complex projects, but complete 
knowledge could never be theirs because we have seen what 
the human race is capable of doing to itself, and we do not 
want this disease to spread to the outer planets. 

HAN WILL NOT MAKE IT THIS Tim. 

Evidence of past human existence has already left its mark 
on the Moon, the Pleiades and even on MARS. 

GENCTJC EXPERIMENTS have produced the person XQÜL are today, 
but what about TOMMORCW ? 

What kind of MONSTERS will you become when the hierarchy of 
the human race really get going ? 

Is it so hard to believe that the HUMAN race is capable of 
GENETIC EXPERIMENTS. when Hitler was doing just that in the 
1940's ? 

Where do you think the dead ALIEN bodies end up that have 
been retrieved from crashed discs ? 

WHAT DO YOU THINK THEY ARE USED FOR ? 



WE ARE WATCHING, WE ARE AIM AYS WATCHING, AND WHAT WE SEE IS 
A RACE IN TERRIBLE TROUBLE. A RACE IN DANGER OF BECOMING 
EXTINCT, IF NOT ONLY BY THEIR OWN ACTIONS, THEN BY THOSE WHO 
WOULD NOT WANT TO SEE THE PRESENT HUMAN RACE EMIGRATE TO 
OTHER PARTS OF THE UNIVERSE. 

The clock of life is at about 11:10pm, which doesn't give 
you much time to change things for the better. ELITE doesn't 
believe the human race can mend its problems alone. 

THEREFORE HELP IS ON ITS WAY. 

In the Earth year of 1994, Man will truly be entertained and 
that is a promise, as things that cannot be seen now will 
become visible. 

A list has been made by ELITE of all those people who have 
offered disinformation, who have kept the truth from the 
public, and who have stolen technology which they cannot 
even use to its fullest potential. These people will answer 
for their actions, but please do not put us in the same 
class as the human race. We are not violent, we are just 
experts in justice. 

You may be thinking at this stage that this document is 
someones idea of a practical joke, ^ou would be wrong and 
although we remain anonymous for now, there will be no need 
later as not only our Earth identities but our true 
identities will be known. 

Points of Interest. 

ELITE contacts are not responsible for: 

1: Mutilation of cattle. 
2: Violent abduction experiences. 
3: The disappearance of anyone. 

In ELITE file one, we mentioned the production of the 
Stealth missile and said we would give you more information 
on it in this document. Well, the missile is actually code 
named BATMAN. It is to be passed off as a new Stealth style 
aeroplane and will be introduced as such when in foreign 
airspace, thus allowing it into that space, completely 
fooling the country concerned. 

YES, THEY ARE PLANNING THE DESTRUCTION OF SOMETHING, AND IF 
THOSE PLANS ARE NOT STOPPED. 

In reference to the scanning device mentioned in the last 
document, we draw your attention to the recent announcement 
that the Americans will soon be scanning the Moon! (How did 
we know this ?) 

IS THIS ENOUGH INFORMATION FOJR YOU ? 

WELL THAT'S NOT A&L. 



To give you something of tangible evidence that we are 
serious, we are going to pass on to you some information 
regarding future events to be publicly announced in the 
coming months. 

1: The collapse of the Hubble telescope. 
2: The threat of war on the USA (from a terrestrial nation). 
3: An observation by many thousands of people of a mother 

craft over Mexico. 

THIS IS ONLY A SMALL PART OF WHAT WE KNOW: MORE WILL BE 
GIVEN IN ELITE FILE 3. 

If any of you who receive a copy of this document wish to 
comment or let us know your opinions, please feel free to 
express your views in any UFO media, and we will recieve the 
message. 

ELITE now withdraws from offering any more information at 
this time to give the reader time to digest the contents 
herein. 

SOON THE TRUTH WILL BE EVIDENT. 

from 

DESTINY AND DELIVERANCE 

on behalf of 
********* **** 

PLEASE PHOTOCOPY & DISTRIBUTE 

ACCORDINGLY. 
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I R I S H U F O RESEARCH C E N T R E 

*ss* A MESSAGE TO THE VOICE FROM ELITE. $EP 03 1995 

Your newsletter has been passed to us through our contacts 
and has been received with interest. We apologise for 
remaining anonymous, but we feel that by exposing ourselves 
not only would we be in more danger than most, but we would 
no longer be in any position to offer further assistance to 
those who have been blinded and crippled by the Governments. 

Maybe you are aware of a group called ELITEf but if we are 
to be referred to as anything you should be in full 
possession of the facts about us. We are not a Government 
within a Government, we are a Government unto ourselves. We 
answer to no one. Its true that we have power gained by 
using /super technology', but not because we stole 
that technology, WE CREATED IT OURSÇWES. 

You were correct in your assumption that Extra Terrestrials 
have been here for a long time and that four major 
Governments share the knowledge gained, but did you know 
that this knowledge was gained by deception ? 

THIS IS NOT OUR WAY. 

However, no intelligent being would give themselves 
completely to a race which is hell bent on destruction. 

You were also correct about our concern for explosions on 
and within the Earth which disturb the contacts mentioned. 

ELITE DOES NOT WANT TO CONFUSE THE PUBLIC. 

ELITE IS TRYING VERY HARD TO PROVOKE AN ADMITTANCE OF OUR 
EXISTENCE. 

We greatly admire the awareness that you are trying to bring 
about by distributing 'The Voice' . We are on the same side, 
however you were wrong about the Governments allowing alien 
races to move freely as they wish, because if this was true 
we would not have been called upon to open doors which are 
closing those Extra Terrestrials in deep under the bowels of 
your Earth. 

Please find enclosed your copy of the ELITE file part two. 
Placing the two together we hope you will have a clearer 
picture of who and what we are and what we are trying to 
do. We would like to think of you as an ally. Keep up the 
good work and we will be with you all the way. 

MAY THE VOICE CONTINUE TO SPEAK! 

From 

DESTINY and DJSLIVPRANCE 
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U F O s : ALPHA AND OMEGA 

In this ELITE file three, we would like to bring you 
'colleague' awareness, ie, those you thought you knew. As 
you are aware many hundreds of books have been written on 
the subject of UFOs, which means that many people have made 
vast amounts of money out of a subject that they don't even 
believe in. We are going to talk about these people in this 
document, and are going to outline our critical view of them 
hoping it will bring you to a higher level of awareness, if 
not for the masses, then for you should you be on this list. 

JUDGEMENT DAY HAS ARRIVED. 

LET US BEGIN. 

As we disclosed in ELITE file two, ELITE hks¡ made a list of 
all those people who have offered disinformation, and who 
are creating an atmosphere of disbelief towards the Extra 
Terrestrial hypothesis. We are now ready to talk about these 
people. 

Name : Albert Budden. 
Job : Government Mole. 

This man has a unique way of explaining the UFO phenomena. 
His opinion is that all witnesses are affected by electro 
magnetism which he can measure with a light meter. He does 
not believe in UFOs or Extra Terrestrials. 

ELITE opinion: Albert Budden is a very sick man who 
obviously needs psychiatric help. He has developed a fear of 
the unknown through his inability to open his mind. He feels 
the need to express this fear by talking to witnesses about 
their experiences, and then attempts to discredit them by 
writing books about them with his own explanations. 
Unfortunately, his theories show to have no more proof than 
that offered by the witnesses. 

Albert Budden was also responsible for the production of the 
alien 'greys' mask which he offered for sale. Strange for 
someone who does not even believe that they exist. 

ELITE wonders who pays Mr Budden to promote his theories ? 

What is his interest in the UFO subject ? 

Name : Budd Hopkins. 
Job : Witness Support/Author/Government Informer. 
Budd Hopkins, known to many as having formed the Worlds 
first witness support group, now has many witnesses to his 
credit, to go along with his two books and numerous well 
paid articles. In 1979, Budd Hopkins was invited by the 
American Government to become a paid informer and was shown 
things which the general public are denied. The man that 
offered Budd Hopkins this appointment was Colonel Darren 
Riechter, who had been involved in an alien crash/retrieval 
in the year of 1965. 



In 1989, when his release of confidentiality time had 
expired, Budd Hopkins spoke to the editor of the New York 
Times to see if he could obtain more money for his story 
relating to the things he had been shown. Unfortunately for 
him, a High Court injunction put a stop to that. 

Budd Hopkins was further paid to provide disinformation to 
the UFO organisations on a world wide scale. His theories 
regarding aliens and their connection to the human race is 
that aliens are genetically producing HYBRIDS as part of 
some massive genetic experiment. This is not true, and Budd 
knows exactly who are producing the HYBRIDS, don't you Budd? 

ELITE opinion : Budd Hopkins is one of the clones 
brainwashed by the American Government, and given the task 
of filtering disinformation into the public domain. 

Name : Lucien Morgan. 
Job : Unemployed actor, seeking wages from ANYONE who 

will pay him for information. 

Lucien Morgan is a hypnotherapist (?) struck off many 
professional lists. He is capable of manipulating witnesses 
via auto suggestion and has worked with John Spencer to 
experiment with people who are willing to be hypnotised. The 
idea of the experiment is to take an ordinary person who has 
never had a close encounter of any kind, and suggest to 
them that they have, so that during hypnosis what has been 
suggested will come out. This makes it very difficult for 
anyone to evaluate the difference between a genuine witness, 
and one that has been brainwashed. 

PERHAPS A PROPAGANDA WEAPON ? 

ELITE knows that sessions with Mr Morgan's clients are NOT 
confidential. He does NOT believe in Extra terrestrials. 

What is his interest in the UFO subject ? 

Name : John Spencer. 
Job : Author/Scientist/Government Debunker. 
John Spencer has interviewed many witnesses for the purpose 
of making money out of the books he writes about them. He 
has carried out experiments as described under Lucien 
Morgan. He claims to be the director for the Bureau of Space 
Alien Contact, EUT he does no believe in UFOs or Extra 
Terrestrials. This man is about to be made chairman of the 
British UFO Research Association. 

ELITE opinion is that John Spencer has made a fortune out of 
those who are not taking their experiences as light 
heartedly as he is. ELITE knows why John Spencer has an 
interest in the UFO phenomena, yes you've guessed it, MONEY. 



Name : Christopher Randies. 
Job : Double Government Agent/Author/Investigator/TV 

personality. 

Christopher Randies is another of those people who makes 
money out of other peoples UFO experiences. He/she seems to 
be unable to write an accurate account, therefore leaving 
the witness open to ridicule AGAIN. She seems to take more 
of an interest in investigating abductions WHY ? since she 
already has first hand knowledge of those who are to be 
called abductors. She was recently thrown out as director of 
investigations of the BUFORA organisation, since her 
Government connection had been too close to coming out in 
the open. Her Government colleagues could no longer risk her 
presence. 

ELITE opinion: Before Randies can decide upon the UFO 
subject he/she should first come to terms^ With what he/she 
is, as somebody who does not know wh&t SHE is, surely has no 
right to judge others. 

Name : Phillip Mantle. 
Job : Author/TV Personality/UFO investigator! 
Phillip Mantle is another person who is deep in the subject 
of UFOs. He has been on TV and radio many times and has his 
own organisation called the Independent UFO Network. This 
man too has made lots of money out of this subject. This man 
does NOT believe in UFOs or Extra Terrestrials. He expresses 
the opinion that imagination plays a big part in UFO 
experiences, but still continues to investigate what he does 
not believe exists. 

ELITE opinion overall: This is typical of most investigators 
and researchers, whose only interest is to write and make 
money out of people who have NOT had experiences, and then 
try to discredit UFO sightings which have NOT really been 
captured on photographs or film. 

WHY DO THESE PEOPLE CONTINUE TO RESEARCH A SUBJECT THAT THEY 
DON'T BELIEVE IN. IF IT DOESN'T JBXJST WHAT IS THERE TO 
RESEARCH ? 

ELIMINATION OF THE FACTS IS THE GAME THEY PLAY, HAVE YOU 
EVER WONDERED FOR WHOM ? 

I THINK YOU SHOULD START. 

from 
DESTINY 

on behalf of 
ELITE. 
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UFOs: ALPHA AND OMEGA. 

In ELITE file four, we bring you complete alien awareness 
of a race that actually lives on your Earth. We also 
disclose just exactly what the Jtinerican Government has been 
doing with alien bodies retrieved from crashed disc sites. 

WANNING: What you are about to read is of a very 
controversial and disturbing nature, but as somebody who is 
into the UFO subject to find answers (well some of you), 
then this is what you have been waiting for. If the 
information is too much for you to take, then we suggest 
you get out of the subject now before our words a proved 
to be a reality. 

LET ONLY HE WHO HAS COURAGE ACCEPT THÏS INFORMATION. 

If you received ELITE file one, you would have seen our 
comment about the 'Master Race' which was to be produced by 
the year 2000. The time has come to disclose this 
information. 

During the War, Adolf Hitler had a dream. He wanted to 
create a race that answered his every wish, his every 
command without any argument. Along with a group of 
scientists he put his plan into action by using animals and 
Jewish people for genetic experiments. The idea was to 
create a race that was perfect in body, but with a mind 
that could be 'programmed' into Hitler's way of thinking. 
Hitler's ideal race were to be complete clones of himself, 
except with blond hair and blue eyes. 

HE SUCCEEDED. 

Six years after the war, under the care of the scientists, 
twelve clones were created, all very intelligent, well 
developed 'programmed' robots. One of these scientists a 
Japanese man named Tarqui Chochsoki, an exo scientist, had 
tried to interest the American Government about his genetic 
ideas before the War, but to no avail as the Americans 
thought it impossible. 

However, news of the clones reached America, and in 1955 
the Japanese scientist and three of the clones disappeared. 
ELITE knows that they went to America to prove to the 
authorities that his ideas had become a reality. The clones 
were completely obedient to whoever was giving them 
instructions, and it was at this point that America was 
convinced that THEY could produce a Master Race. 

THEY WERE NOT AGAINST THE IDEA OF A MASTER RACE, IT WAS 
BECAUSE THEY HAD NOT THOUGHT OF IT THEMSELVES. 



The Americans already had in their possession a crashed 
disc that had come down in Roswell. It had three dead alien 
bodies, and one living which was maintained cryogenically. 
These were kept underground at the Nellis Test Site. Since 
the 'crash',technological knowledge had been gathered from 
the craft, but they never dreamed of what could be done 
with the alien remains until the Japanese scientist 
arrived. They had dissected one of the aliens shortly 
after the retrieval, and kept all the parts in containers 
just in case they could be used at a later date. The other 
two were for some inexplicable reason stuffed. The 
scientist put together a DNA file on the alien and found 
that the cell structure of it was far less complex than 
that of a human, making it much easier to recreate 

During the study of the alien 'parts'. the-'scientist found 
that the alien brain that had been kept in cold storage was 
in fact still 'active'. It was at this stage that the real 
tests began. During one experiment whilst using advanced 
electronic equipment to see if the brain could be 
stimulated into action, it completely disappeared from the 
jar which was holding i t , however although not visible the 
equipment was still able to monitor its ever increasing 
activity. The brain reappeared a couple of hours after the 
equipment had been taken away. 

THE PHILIDELPHIA EXPERIMENT WAS ONLY POSSIBLE DUE TO THE 
KNOWLEDGE FOUND FROM THESE EXPERIMENTS. 

It was then decided to take the living alien out of storage 
to see what it could be used for.They only knew that it was 
alive due to a 'thumping' in the stomach, and it was to 
this that the scientist attached the equipment once more to 
stimulate. Then two of the scientists suffered severe 
electric shock as an orange aura went right around the 
aliens body. Then the alien moved, and opened its eyes. It 
then completely disappeared off of the table it was lying 
on, and reappeared standing behind the scientist. 

It was at this stage that a linguist, named Henry Waterton 
was brought in to try to communicate with the alien. He was 
an expert in ancient scripts and it was hoped that this may 
be the best way to get through and strike up conversation. 
Unfortunately for him, the alien didin't seem to know any 
way of expression. Then one day the alien looked at a blank 
white wall and projected images of the English language. 
This was the start of communication between them. The alien 
stated that he came from the ASTALEON galaxy. 

The American Government promised the alien that they would 
help him return home if in return he gave them information 
on how to rebuild his craft, and whether that Mans mind had 
the same potential as his. They told him that they had 
gained technology from others from a different race who 
came before him. STEALTH, 1938. The information given 
consisted of mind control and microwave technology. Of 
course, the Americans lied, they could not help the alien 
home. 



The alien agreed to have skin scrapings, claw removal and 
eye tissue removed for clinical experimentation on the 
order of the Japanese scientist. Unfortunately he was not 
told the truth as to why these tissues were required. At a 
later date the alien was put under anaesthetic and had his 
scalp rolled back to expose the brain. From this fluid was 
drained and some sort of tracking device was inserted. Once 
the alien recovered, the real experiments began. 

The Government had acquired tissue from dolphins and three 
different types of 'aliens', the first from the race known 
as the Stealthernarians, the second from the Roswell crash 
and the third from the Hitler clones.( These must be 
classed as alien as they could not be classed as human). 

The Japanese scientist, coming from an ancient race knew 
much about ancient herbal medicines. He knew that insect 
juices were used for medicines and took fluid from crickets 
and locusts. The idea was to take the best characteristics 
of the different species mentioned above, and to create a 
being which was completely obedient, strong and intelligent 
and a powerful force in numbers. To create a MASTER RACE, a 
HYBRID NATION. 

Unfortunately, the living alien eventually passed away due 
to the amount of experiments that were carried out on him, 
but not before a vast amount of information was given. He 
was actually responsible for giving the first lessons in 
telepathy to the military. 

Just after his death, the Government produced a being which 
had all the abilities that the alien had, but it was 
programmed to use these abilities only when it was told. 
There were a few minor teething problems, for example if an 
order was given to one hybrid, they all followed as if 
acting like one complete cell. This was sorted out by 
giving each of them a shade of colour and a letter of the 
alphabet as a name, and by programming the mind so that the 
being associated that colour as itself. As more were 
produced numbers were added to these names. They then tried 
to find a way of giving an order on a mass scale once more, 
but they have not found a way yet. Their totals have 
reached around 4500. 

Because of their appearance, the scientists have had to 
produce an artificial shell for the aliens to wear, as the 
reproduced aliens are almost very nearly completely 
transparent. This is due to inter dimensional problems that 
the Americans cannot solve, as they don't understand this 
science completely. 

During the program of genetic experiments, the production 
of the Master Race requires many more donors and has been 
responsible for many disappearances and abductions. This 
includes small children. ELITE knows that human flesh has 
been fed to these HYBRIDS to see if it enables them to 
materialize completely. 

IT HASN'T WORKED, BUT THEY CARRY ON TRYING. 



150,000 children disappear each year in America alone. 

Where do they go ? 

No trace of them is ever found. 

What happens in these violent abduction cases ? 

What is taken from the victims ? 

Why are mutilated cattle always found to have their sex 
organs removed ? 

What do you think goes on in these underground complexes ? 

The question you are probably asking if you believe what is 
written is why ? What is the point of all this ? Answer 
these questions truthly. 

What is the ultimate weapon ? 

Something that can see completely in the dark ? 
Something that can materialize/ dematerialize at will ? 
Something that can walk through walls ? 
Something that can operate 'super technology' crafts ? 
Something that cannot be killed ? 
Something that does exactly what you wish ? 
Something that knows no right from fcrong ? 
Something that can paralyse just by thinking about it ? 
Something that can create illusion ? 
Something that can use mind control ? 

If something was created like this, what could stop it ? 

IT HAS BEEN CREATED AND BY THE YEAR 2000 IT IS HOPED TO 
HAVE BEEN PERFECTED AND THE REASON, WORLD SUPREMECY. 

The next part of this document takes the alien abduction 
one step further out of the realms of mystery. ELITE knows 
for sure that the American Government has 'inside 
information' of what will be happening this year, that 
being a global awareness of Extra Terrestrials and Aliens. 
They do not want this, and the only thing they can do about 
it is to create mass confusion in the eyes of the public. 

WHY WOULD THEY DO THIS ? 

When an awareness like the one that is to happen this year 
occurs, what happens ? All the lies and deception that the 
world Governments have fed the public over the years will 
be exposed. No one will believe a word they say anymore. 
Their hold over the people will be gone. They obviously do 
not want this to happen due to many reasons, most of which 
revolve around MONEY, GREED AND POWER. The minds of man 
will open, and the suppression will lift. 

HOW WILL THEY DO THIS ? 



As we have already said, the American Government has been 
involved in genetic experiments since just after the war, 
and now has an 'army' to carry on these experiments. If 
somebody is abducted by something that appears alien, is 
treated like an animal, abused and subjected to a form of 
torture during this abduction, there is no way anybody is 
going to believe that their Government is involved, and 
that it was performed by something EVIL. 

WHEN SOMETHING ALIEN THAT IS REAL COMES FROM THE SKIES, NO 
ONE WILL TRUST THEM BECAUSE OF THE IMAGES GIVEN TO THEM BY 
GOVERNMENT PROPAGANDA TACTICS. 

This may all be too much for many people to take in, but if 
you consider yourself part of the UFO phenomena, the truth 
has to be told, and NOW. 

WE HAVE NO TIME TO WASTE ON THOSE THAT ARE WEAK. 

THIS NEXT LESSON IS OF UPMOST IMPORTANCE. THESE WORDS MUST 
BE HEEDED AS THEY ARE WORDS OF TRUTH. 

ELITE not only knows of the race known on your planet as 
the 'Greys', but is in constant contact with them. This 
obviously gives us more right to judge them than some 
jumped up journalist or investigator who doesn't know all 
the facts. ELITE will not stand for any comparisons between 
our friends and HYBRID MONSTERS created by MAN. 

The 'real' 'Greys' are not from 'out here', they are from 
your Earth, and have been there a lot longer than Man. 
Some might say that they have more right to be there than 
you. They are a peaceful race who live under the Atlantic 
and Pacific oceans. They travel in craft which have the 
facility to change from a plasma 'jelly fish' shape, to a 
solid dome shaped flying vehicle. They are able to travel 
under water and also out into space, but not too far in 
their scout ships, as they have mothercraft that are used 
for that purpose. 

They are of the usual 'Grey' description, except the real 
ones are on average eight inches taller at about four foot 
eight inches high. They use telepathy as there is no spoken 
language. Their way is one of complete logic, but they also 
have a sense of compassion and humour. 

They are a very caring race, and their role in life is of a 
medical nature, to help other races when neceesary, as out 
here everybody helps each other. At this time they are 
going through a very difficult period in their reproductive 
history. Unfortunatley, their offspring are dying very 
young, and they are in danger of becoming extinct without 
the help they need. What they do is ASK human people for 
help by allowing them to observe their reproductive systems 
so that they can find a way to solve their own problems, 
BUT NOT BY TAKING THEM BY FORCE AND PERFORMING HORRIFIC 
EXPERIMENTS ON THEM. They simply ask whether that person 
will help them, if that request is denied they leave and 
the subject never remembers the encounter. 



DOES THIS SOUND LIKE THE TYPE OF PEOPLE WHO WOULD PERFORM 
THE ATROCITIES WE SEE IN ABDUCTIONS ? 

The 'Greys' do not even have weapons on their ships, so if 
shot at they have no means to defend themselves. 

Some of you might be saying, how do we tell the difference 
between a real alien and a reproduced one ? Well, if you 
have been abducted yourself and have the memories of this 
experience, ELITE is about to tell you which type carried 
out your abduction. 

If you were taken by beings that were a ghostly white or 
tan/brown colour, or you witnessed human looking or half 
human/ half alien entities, then we're 'afraid you were 
taken by the HYBRIDS. 

If you were taken to a room that was dirty, humid, smelt of 
sulphur, rotten eggs or even rotting flesh, than we're 
afraid you were taken by the HYBRIDS. 

If you were treated like a laboratory rat, prodded and 
poked, treated like an animal, had sperm or ova removed, 
not given any anaesthetic and your pleas were ignored, then 
we're afraid you were taken by the HYBRIDS. 

If you experienced a clean, fresh smelling place where the 
people were concerned for your welfare, took away any pain, 
treated you with respect and did not humiliate you, then 
we're very glad you were taken by our friends, and if i t 
wasn't with your permission THEN IT WAS FOR YOUR OWN HEALTH 
AND SAFETY. If you have been visited by our friends, i t 
would be a very rare occurence for you to remember the 
encounter anyway, as they have complete use of all their 
abilities to make people forget something they know could 
be a very frightening experience, unlike the HYBRIDS who 
have lost something in the laboratory test tube. 

It has been suggested that i t is the ALIENS performing 
these genetic experiments. 

ANY ABDUCTION WHICH INCLUDES THE REMOVAL OF SPERM OR OVA 
HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT BY THE HYBRIDS CREATED BY THE AMERICAN 
GOVERNMENT FOR GENETIC EXPERIMENTATION. 

THE REAL 'GREYS' HAVE NO INTEREST IN CREATING MONSTERS, 
THEY ARE TRYING TO SAVE THEMSELVES AND DO NOT HAVE TIME TO 
PLAY GAMES. 

WHAT HIGHLY INTELLIGENT BEING WOULD USE HUMANS AS A WAY OF 
CREATING THEIR OWN EVOLUTION AND SURVIVAL, AS THE HISTORY 
OF MAN SUGGESTS IT WOULD CAUSE THEIR EXTINCTION ? 

THESE ARE WORDS OF COMMON SENSE, DO NOT LET IGNORANCE 
AFFECT YOUR JUDGEMENT. 



It is obvious to ELITE that there is NO comparison between 
the two, as one type acts in a completely human way, a 
barbaric and destructive way. Why ? Because it is Man who 
tells them what to do. The others are a peaceful race, 
interested in helping others and ASKING others if they 
themselves need help. 

LOOK AT THE WORLD TODAY. LOOK AT THE CŒJNTLESS WARS AND THE 
MINDLESS CJÍRNAGE ¿NJD JUDGE FOR YOURSELF WHAT TYPE SEEM 
ALIEN TO YOU. 

In ELITE files three and four, we have brought you more 
awareness relating to the people you work or have dealings 
with, and also awareness relating to one alien race. In 
ELITE file five, we are going to help you understand about 
the beginning of MAN, and ELITES interest in this. 

from 
DELIVERANCE 

on behalf of 
ELITE. 
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U F O s : ALPHA AND OMEGA 

At the end of ELITE file four, we disclosed the fact that we 
would be discussing the beginnings of Man in this document. 
This has had to be postponed due to developments within the 
UFO fraternity which have taken priority. 

ELITE had found it neceesary to send personal letters to Mr 
John Spencer, Mr Ken Phillips, Mr Steve Gamble and Mr 
Phillip Mantle as conspiracy seems to be rife within the 
walls of BUFORA. 

In this document we are going to explain why we felt the 
need to send these personal letters, the build up to them 
and the conclusions we have drawn from the.situation we are 
about to disclose. 

The story we bring you is of a conspiracy to harass a 
witness. Please find enclosed with this document a letter 
supposedly relating to this witness, however, do not read 
it until after reading this document, as the contents will 
not make much sense until then. 

The story building up to the first presentation of this 
letter is a long and complicated one. It started back on 
22nd January 1994 with a phone caM to the witness, whose 
name is Janice Georgiou. Previous to this phone call, Mrs 
Georgiou had suffered an abduction experience in April 1993, 
after which she was hypnotised. The results of these 
sessions were audio taped by the hypnotherapist, Lucien 
Morgan. These tapes have never been seen since. This greatly 
concerns ELITE. 

WE HAVE A SPECIAL INTEREST IN THIS WITNESS. 

The reason we are passing on this information is firstly, it 
may provide protection to the witness concerned, and 
secondly it shows what Government organisations such as 
BUFORA are capable of doing to people that they are supposed 
to be concerned about. 

There may be many other cases like this that still have not 
been brought to our attention, but this case bears EVIDENCE 
of what is written, thus placing the witness in danger. 

WHAT REASON IS THERE FOR RELEASING THIS LETTER, IF NOT ONLY 
TO CAUSE THE WITNESS DANGER ? 

ELITE knows for example that the witness mentioned has had 
many UFO related experiences including that of abductions, 
and would be of some interest to any research organisation 
or the media. But what this story holds is something much 
more sinister, as we know your Government are involved with 
the intimidation of this witness. 

NOW WE'RE GOING TO TELL YOU WHAT ELITE KNOWS ABOUT THE CASE. 



The hypnotherapist involved with this case, Lucien Morgan, 
also works very closely with John Spencer, as we disclosed 
in ELITE file three. John Spencer was himself present at one 
of the hypnotherapy sessions of the witness. 

John Spencer has constant contact with the Ministry of 
Defence. As mentioned, the audio tapes went missing and the 
witness does not have total recall of these sessions. One of 
these sessions was also attended by Ken Phillips. 

ELITE knows that the letter was compiled from the knowledge 
gained from those hypnotherapy sessions, and that the 
intimidation of the witness was designed to provoke an 
admittance of an Extra Terrestrial connection. The witness 
herself has also been sent a copy of this ELITE file, along 
with a personal letter explaining the reasons for us 
disclosing this information. 

ELITE knows that the truth must . Jbe tôld, before the 
scaremonger tactics of BUFORA come into affect. ELITE is 
concerned for this witness, and in fact any other witness 
that is treated in this way. 

For those of you receiving this document who have not 
received ELITE files one, two, three and four, here is a 
short list of those who may be prepared to send you a copy. 

Mr John Spencer Tel 0582 715 381 
Mr Phillip Mantle Tel 0924 444 049 * 
Mr Steve Gamble Tel 0604 412 526 
Mr Ken Phillips Tel 071 435 0349 

We are sure they will be glad to help you as they are on 
your side, aren't they ? 

After distributing ELITE files one to four, we have collated 
much information through our contacts regarding the opinions 
of those who have read our words. 

YOU STILL DO NOT UNDERSTAND. 

For the past fifty years, UFO organisations, investigators 
and researchers have buried their heads in the sand 
'searching' for the truth, and when the truth finally 
arrives you still do not see i t . If you do not change your 
way of thinking now, chaos will reign on your Earth AS THE 
PEOPLE WILL NOT BE PREPARED FOR OUR ARRIVAL. You are 
supposed to be searching for the evidence, the answers about 
UFOs. When you are given the answers you bury your heads 
further down into oblivion. 

LISTEN TO OUR WORDS IF YOU ARE STRONG. 

LIE DOWN AND REST IF YOU ARE WEAK. 

Others have been crucified for speaking the truth, this will 
not happen to us, or those we are concerned for. 

from DESTINY and DELIVERANCE on behalf of ELITE. 
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U F O s : ALPHA AND OMEGA 

Here is ELITE file number six. In the past documents that you 
have received, ELITE has tried to break some ground with 
those of you who believe that there is a deeper meaning to 
things that are unexplained. We hope also, that we have shown 
that we deeply care for those who have the ability to 
understand the gift they have been given, and not for 
the researchers who go out of their way to prove that we do 
not exist. 

The big question is how do we reach mankind ? How do we find 
a way to introduce ourselves ? How do we fit in to the 
Universal plan ? All these questions must have answers and we 
alone have to find them, since we are the ones who are 
asking. If we present ourselves by arriving * the way you would 
normally arrive by travelling from one country to another, 
Man would not understand and would act in a way of aggression 
for fear of the unknown. So, how can we cross the 
communication barrier ? 

We have a greater knowledge of physical molecular breakdown, 
insemination, laser technology, inter dimensional transition 
and other things which make it possible to reach you in 
another way. 

THROUGH THE SHELL OF MAN. 

Having these abilities we are able to walk among you, 
voluntarily of course, in order to teach what steps you must 
now take in order to continue in the right way. We have the 
ability also to bend time and dimension. In physical form, 
and with the correct communication through your witnesses we 
have hoped you would hear our words. 

We have watched the way that Man has progressed in his 
ability to learn that which is not written in books, and you 
are lost. You do not use most of your conscious and none of 
your sub conscious minds and only learn what the books tell 
you. All around your Earth there is evidence that we have 
been here before, but you choose to reject the evidence 
placed before you. 

HOW DO WE SHOW THOSE THAT ARE BLIND ? 

HOW CAN WE SPEAK TO THOSE THAT ARE DEAF ? 

It seems that somewhere in the middle we have to find a way 
to meet. We believe that most of you who have an interest in 
learning the truth are very genuine, but you need to open 
your minds more, believe more of what you here, and absorb 
more of what you see. Then you will find the answers. 

WE ARE ONLY A FOOTSTEP AWAY FROM YOU. 

You are the ones that have been conditioned. You are the ones 
that have been suppressed. Only you can break down those 
barriers in order to reach us. 



We are afraid that all of your satellites that reach out to 
collect incoming communication from the stars will not work. 
There is no known frequency that we can reach you on. You 
will hear nothing. This is not because we do not want to 
reach you in this way. It is simply that we cannot. We are 
here, but you cannot see us, except for those of us that now 
occupy a human shell. We have placed ourselves in great 
danger for your benefit. We believe you may have heard this 
story before. 

Almost two thousand years ago, Man was being told that chaos 
would occur on your Earth if you did not change your way of 
thinking. Man was primitive then, now there is no excuse. Man 
already knows about the ecological catastrophe facing them. 
ELITE knows that if Man takes as long to solve THIS problem 
as they have done with the question of UFOs, it will be too 
late. 

WE CAN HELP YOU. 

DO YOU KNOW ANYONE ELSE WHO CAN ? 

CAN YOU FIND THE ANSWERS ? 

WE ARE YOUR GUESTS, WILL YOU AS OUR HOSTS REJECT US 
AND NOT OFFER US FOOD ? 

We are sure you do not have to be too intelligent to 
understand what is written. 

When we do eventually show ourselves, you will be in no doubt 
who or what we are, and from where we came. We have no 
weapons,as we do not think like humans and our mission is one 
of peace. BUT there are those that protect us and we cannot 
be responsible for their actions should any harm come to us. 
We have invited many humans aboard our ships to whom we have 
tried to show evidence of our existence. They have carried 
the message back to your Earth but have been persecuted, so 
we now know that this is not the best way and all invitations 
have ceased. In the past those who have knowledge of us have 
shown nothing but fear and aggression towards us. This has 
now become unacceptable. We rely now on those of us that are 
among you to try to lead the human race to a greater level of 
understanding, in the hope that soon we can present ourselves 
to you as teachers who have journeyed far to help you in your 
next steps in life. 

There are universal problems at this time that give all of us 
cause for concern. One of the planets in your own solar 
system is about to cause effects both on your planet Earth 
and your moon. Those effects will cause some of your land to 
become barren, and also will indirectly affect others unknown 
to you. This has to be averted, and we will suggest ways this 
can be done at a later date, 

BUT ONLY TO THOSE WHO WILL LISTEN TO OUR WORDS. 



In past documents, we have exposed those of you who are not 
genuine. The reason we have done this is because to mislead 
the public is to force them backwards in their learning. It 
would not have been neccesary to expose them in this way if 
it had not been felt that their words and actions would cause 
possible side effects to those of us that are among you. 

As we come to the end of our sixth message to you, you will 
notice that we are opening our door wider. 

Will you open your door for us ? 

So that we may integrate ? 

Allow us to help you ? 

BEFORE ITS TOO LATE ? 

In the seventh month of your year 1994, you will be contacted 
and invited to attend a meeting at which our identities will 
be shown. If those of you receiving this document agree to 
accept this invitation, please make it known through any UFO 
media, and we will receive your acceptance to our invitation. 

ELITE knows that the information given to you is of a very 
controversial nature, and that in itself means that time has 
to be taken to digest these documents fully. Unfortunately we 
do not have the time to wait in between these messages. 

NOR DO YOU AS THE TIME THAT YOU SHALL SEE THE TRUTH 
IS NEARLY UPON YOU. 

DO NOT LOSE COURAGE NOW JUST WHEN YOU WILL NEED IT THE MOST. 

from 
DESTINY, DELIVERANCE and CONSTANCE 

on behalf of 
ELITE. 
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UFOs: ALPHA AND OMEGA 

In ELITE file six, we mentioned the ecological disaster facing 
your Earth. We would like to try to explain the problem, and 
how we can deal with it. We look to the planet you have named 
Jupiter. It is approximately three hundred and forty times the 
size of your Earth. Jupiter is made up mostly of hydrogen 
gas, small amounts of methane and ammonia, and quite a lot of 
helium. It moves very fast in its own orbit. For example, a 
day on Jupiter would last for less than eight earth hours. 
That means that it rotates three times faster than your Earth. 

If you have a planet that is breaking up and contains natural 
nuclear fuel, and it was to head towards Jupiter, as the 
particles reach the planet the small pieces will give you a 
beautiful firework display in blue from the"viewpoints of your 
telescopes. When the larger pieces of that exploded planet 
reach Jupiter and combine with the gases there, the rocks will 
explode as if they are nuclear bombs. Particles of dust and 
radiation will travel in space along with rocks and gases 
that are present and be pulled into your Earths atmosphere by 
gravity. The radiation particles will turn moisture into 
hydrogen and helium, and where it shall fall the land will 
become barren. When larger rock particles hit the Earth that 
have combined with the gases that have travelled with them, a 
nerve gas will be emitted that will cause paralysis or even 
death on a worldwide scale. 

Small particles of an already exploded planet have reached 
Jupiter and the effects have been seen by those who occupy 
other spheres. It will be approximately eight of your Earth 
months before the larger pieces also reach. There is time to 
divert them by their destruction. Some of them can be 
dispersed by means that we have available to us, but others 
have already passed from our current dimension making them out 
of our reach. Some of your Governments have the means to 
destroy them also, and we will offer them guidance at the 
right time. That is if they wish to accept our existence and 
to listen to us, or maybe we do not exist and the ignorance of 
Man will cause his own destruction through stupidity and 
egotism. 

If for one moment you could abandon Terrestrial concepts then 
it would be possible for you to understand the possibility of 
Extra Terrestrial existence. What is an Extra Terrestrial ? Is 
it so hard to accept that there are others that occupy a space 
that is thousands and billions of miles in circumference ? We 
do not think it is too hard for any intelligent mind to 
accept. 

ELITE knows many things as we have mentioned before, including 
the knowledge of many Extra Terrestrial neighbours. This 
includes the primitive human, as to us YOU are Extra 
Terrestrial as everybody is an alien to somebody elses country 
on your Earth. 



Jt is the Earth year 1994, only six years from the time that 
many of your prophets have mentioned as the end of the world. 

ARE YOU REALLY GOING TO SIT IT OUT ? 

TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS NEXT ? 

There comes a time when you have to trust somebody, take risks 
and even make sacrifices for the truth. We are afraid this is 
one of those times. 

THIS IS IT, TIME TO WAKE UP. 

For many years Man has wondered about the strange things that 
have occured in various different locations on your Earth. 
Also many questions have arisen relating to claims of 
reincarnation, sightings of UFOs and the disappearance of 
ships and aeroplanes. * -4 

WE CAN EXPLAIN THEM. 

You have to consider logic. For example in this document we 
will refer to the Bermuda Triangle. It has been suggested by 
your scientists that underwater vortexes have been responsible 
for pulling huge ships underwater, and even for taking 
aeroplanes out of the skies. Alternatively it has been 
suggested that the area of the Bermuda Triangle is a complete 
vortex within itself, that things can become trapped within it 
and can even take on invisibility. "ELITE knows that both of 
these explanations are illogical and unacceptable to an 
audience of a higher intelligence. 

ELITE has knowledge of the whereabouts of many personnel, 
ships and aeroplanes which have disappeared in this area. For 
hundreds of years the history books have mentioned the 
sightings of UFOs both in the skies and underwater in this 
area, along with the disappearance of ships and their crews. 
When the age of the aeroplane arrived these too disappeared 
with the same regularity. By the year of 1945, so many UFO 
sightings and plane/ship disappearances had occured, the 
American Government became very concerned and decided to 
investigate. What they did was section off part of the 
triangle to use it as a very secret experimental research area 
in an attempt to find out what was going on, and then publicly 
announced that more and more ships and planes were 
disappearing than there actually were, hoping that this would 
scare people from the area. 

Scientists were brought in when an area was found to be 
behaving in a rather irregular way from its surroundings. For 
about one and a half square miles in one part of the triangle, 
it was discovered that there was no wind and was abnormally 
warm. It was described as being like a sauna with an 
inefficient amount of oxygen. Deep sea divers were sent in to 
search under the water for anything which may have explained 
the strange climate on the surface. It was found that the 
oxygen which was not present above the water was in fact found 
under the sea as thousands upon thousands of oxygen bubbles 
were discovered. 



The divers kept reporting back to their superiors strange 
feelings such as static, a constant pulling and even 
weightlessness. They were instructed to dive as deep as was 
possible, but they could not reach the bottom. One of these 
divers was called David Pritchard, who was a marine biologist 
specialising in underwater plants. His life was lost during 
this operation. His body was never found on the surface. 

During this restriction of the area, there was an ever 
increasng number of UFO sightings, both inland as well as 
underwater. Two navy ships completely disappeared while 
working on this project. 

ELITE knows that the area known to you as the Bermuda Triangle 
is the entrance to an underwater city belonging to an Extra 
Terrestrial and alien race which lives on your planet, our 
friends we spoke of in ELITE file four. 

ELITE knows much about the crafts that enter and exit this 
area, and the way in which they operate. ELITE also knows that 
the planes and ships that have disappeared in this area have 
done so while interacting with an unknown dimension to those 
who have been trapped within i t , for which NOBODY can be held 
responsible. 

ELITE will release all of the information it has on this 
subject in very great detail at a later date. These writings 
are to bring you a greater awareness, and we hope that the 
knowledge you gain from reading * our words will make your 
search for the truth worthwhile. 

DO NOT TREAT OUR WORDS WITH THE CONTEMPT 

YOU HAVE SHOWN OTHERS WHO HAVE COME HERE BEFORE US, 

AS TO PERSECUTE THE TRUTH IS TO 

REVERT BACK TO IGNORANCE. 

THIS HAS HAPPENED ONCE TOO OFTEN. 

To be continued. 

from 

DESTINY, DELIVERANCE, CONSTANCE and THEOSOS 
on behalf of 

ELITE. 
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UFOs: ALPHA AND OMEGA 

WORDS OF WISDOM 

Your Earth is a very young planet. Your teachers are still 
the pupils when looked at on a universal scale. Man still 
seeks the answers about the cosmos and will still continue 
to do so unless he is prepared to accept those who can teach 
him more. You have wondered over many things from the 
beginning of Man to the future of your planet. To many you 
are the children at their feet and a race at the mercy of us 
all. 

You are a stubborn race who instead of reaching out to those 
who know better for help, continue to make one mistake after 
another, usually making the original situation even worse. 
You constantly punish yourselves and tirelessly experiment 
on a daily basis throughout the World. Seen through the eyes 
of others you seem to change your plans and structure of 
living much too often to ever have a long lasting effect. 

The problem that we see is that you have learned nothing. 
You have abused and crippled your planet and now you want to 
reach for the stars AGAIN so that you can pollute and cause 
destruction somewhere else. 

SHOULD YOU NOT SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS IN THE HOME BEFORE 
RUNNING AWAY FROM THEM INTO THE UNKNOWN ? 

Your Earth is reaching over population, this much is true, 
but it is primitive thinking to CREATE wars to cut the 
population down. Each person is born unique and each has a 
purpose for their being. That person was not born to die to 
make room for someone else. 

MAN IS SUPPOSED TO BE A DOMESTICATED ANIMAL, SO WHAT 
HAPPENED TO MAKE HIM REVERT BACK INTO SOMETHING SAVAGE ? 

DO YOU NEVER STRIVE TO $REAK THE CONDITIONING 
AND SUPPRESSION ? 

IS IT REALLY TOO LATE FOR MAN ? 

We understand that a lot of people, those who want to expose 
the truth, have made efforts to bring you the evidence you 
need in order to at least give you some hope for tomorrow, 
but you seem to look at this evidence and deny it because it 
does not fit into your conditioning. All that you wish to 
learn cannot be found in the pages of your text books. The 
knowledge that these people bring you come from many hours 
of dedicated work, where they hope to give you something 
more to have faith in, something to keep you going on your 
search for the truth. 

WHAT IS YOUR TRUTH ? 

WHAT IS IT THAT YOU WANT TO LEARN ? 

THAT THERE ARE NO SUCH THINGS AS 'OTHER INTELLIGENCES' ? 



OTHER 'UNIVERSAL RACES' ? 

WHAT WAS YOU HOPING TO FIND AT THE END OF IT ALL ? 

THIS IS NOT THE BUILD UP TO SOME SCIENCE FICTION FANTASY. 

It is educating you in to a UFO awareness of the REAL kind. 
What do you do with all the information you have received ? 
Have you stored them away for some future civilisation to 
work on ? Your own personal search for the truth is 
restricted by lack of finance, time and energy. This should 
not be so. 

We would like very much to tell you of our way of life, but 
at this time it is not permitted. However, we can say that 
we do not have the same problems as you with regard to 
finance, time and energy. We do not use ^mdney, energy is 
self regenerating and time is ALWAYS on our side. We are 
only able at the moment, to bring this awareness to you by 
means of help from our descendants who live among you. We 
will explain in ELITE file twelve how we are able to send 
you these messages through them. 

In ELITE file three we spoke about certain people within 
your system. We would like to point out to you that we have 
no personal prejudice against them, we are only stating 
facts about them. Our attitude towards these people is one 
of indifference. You need to be aware of who you can and 
cannot trust. This is where ELITE will help you. 

Certain witnesses should be listened to and others can 
mislead you. We will speak about the Devils Advocates in 
ELITE file eleven. In ELITE file ten, ELITE will reveal the 
exact TRUTH relating to the arrival and exit of CHRIST, and 
his connection to US. 

IN YOUR VERY NEAR FUTURE, MANKIND WILL BE SHOWN 
SEVEN GREAT SIGNS THAT WILL BE SEEN BY ALL AS 

EVIDENCE OF OUR EXISTENCE. 

THESE SIGNS WILL LEAD YOU TO WHAT IS TO BE. 

from DESTINY on behalf of ELITE. 



U F O s : ALPHA AND OMEGA.... 

The planet known to you as Mars is known to us by a different 
name. It was inhabited many millions of years ago, long 
before it was decided that your Earth AGAIN should be 
colonised. We as a race have seen water in vast amounts 
transported between these two planets on at least three 
occasions. What we can tell you now cannot be the whole 
story, but maybe with the information we impart, you can put 
it together with the information you already have, and maybe 
find a missing link in the history of the human civilisation. 

HOW IN ONE POINT OF TIME CAN PEOPLE BE SEEN TO LIVE FOR ONE 
THOUSAND YEARS AND THEN SUDDENLY IN A SHORT SPACE OF TIME 

LIVE FOR ONLY ONE HUNDRED ? 

SURELY YOU MUST HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT THIS ? 

At this moment your scientists ,are working on genetic 
engineering, and others are researching quantum mathematics. 
With all the knowledge that your scientists have at their 
disposal, they could reproduce the human race tomorrow from 
the dust left over from a nuclear catastrophe. 

HAS THIS ALREADY HAPPENED IN YOUR DISTANT PAST ? 

ARE YOU IN FACT THE BY PRODUCT OF A PAST 
ANCIENT HUMAN CIVILISATION ? 

•% 

ELITE knows that the world Governments have amalgamated on a 
decision to send SCIMONAUGHTS to the planet known to you as 
Mars to once again colonise i t . It seems to ELITE that the 
human race is fixed in time and wants to go backwards and 
forwards covering the same ground, doing the same experiments 
and making the same mistakes. 

ELITE does not see this as progress. Nor do we see it as 
progress when a primitive race steals intelligent technology 
and uses it for all the wrong reasons. Your Governments are 
not using the full potential of their brains. They have 
already made contact with, traded with and learned from Extra 
Terrestrial and alien sources, but to this time they still 
have their feet firmly on the ground. 

Even when Man was inhabiting the planet known to you as Mars, 
he was experimenting with genetics. The reason that they had 
to leave the planet was because they produced something that 
eventually they could not control. The scientists had worked 
on a theory of genetically producing an insect that would 
work just like a soldier ant, but become tolerant and 
domesticated. It had to be bigger of course, about as big as 
Man, and have a disciplined manner. It was to be in the 
complete control of the authorites of that time, and be able 
to take simple instructions without any argument. It was 
required that it did not consume much in the way of 
resources. This experiment was very successful, with the 
scientists creating two types of HYBRID, one which was used 
as an army, the other as slave workers. 

HAVE WE NOT TOLD YOU THIS STORY BEFORE ? 



The insects that were produced on the planet known to you as 
Mars are called SCOUREDGES, and as we have said come in two 
varieties. Those that average around five and a half feet are 
the soldiers, while those at three to four feet tall are the 
slave workers. The taller type are the ones to be feared. 
These beings were produced with one thing in mind, to take 
all the best fighting characteristics of certain types of 
insect and turn them into one deadly weapon. It worked. 

The Scouredges basically resemble a five and a half foot tall 
sand coloured grasshopper which is able to fly using its own 
wings within a planets atmosphere, but also has its own 
vehicles for space travel. It has a shell which cannot be 
penetrated which resembles that of a battle armour and a 
deadly venom which is fed into its enemies via a stinger 
which is situated on its back. The wings cover this when not 
in flight. If you are stung by this venom¿ it would cause 
paralysis and the most horrific pain without killing you at 
the end. The Scouredges mouth can eat through anything, 
rather like the locusts that you have on your Earth, but 
obviously on a much bigger scale. It is able to walk on two 
legs and has dialogue. It is an intelligent species. 

The experiment was going very well, until it hit a problem. 
The HYBRIDS began to BREED and the authorities began to 
loose control of this genetically produced slave. The 
Scouredges were living and working under the Mars surface 
where a huge system of tunnels haë been excavated. As more 
and more came into being it was decided that the best way to 
deal with this problem was to do what the current human race 
do, DESTROY them. This was done by filling in all the 
entrances and exits to the underground city along with most 
of the passages, as to trap the Scouredges underground. They 
hoped that this plan would wipe out the whole species, but 
knew that if any survived that they would have enough 
provisions to last until they managed to get themselves back 
up to the surface. The authorities calculated that it would 
take any surviving Scouredges approximately eight months to 
dig themselves out. 

The humans had already decided to leave Mars, because there 
were huge reproduction problems among the people there. For 
some reason their offspring were only living on average until 
the age of four, and eight out of ten babies actually died 
before that age. They decided it was time to evacuate the 
planet as their numbers were dwindling, and return back to 
Earth in hope of solving the problems, before the eight 
months were up. 

At this time it was completely barren and void of water, so a 
decision was made to transport most of the water from Mars 
back to Earth with them. This mission was successful. 

On arriving back on your Earth, still not learning from their 
horrific mistakes, the scientists went about the business YET 
AGAIN of trying out genetic experiments. This time it was to 
produce two perfect human specimens, one male one female, to 
repopulate the Earth who had no knowledge of the carnage that 
had gone on before their creation. 



THIS EXPERIMENT DID NOT WORK. 

THE REST YOU CAN FIND IN YOUR HISTORY BOOKS. 

We have all this knowledge by reading our own history books 
and from listening to the wisdom of our teachers. We know the 
full story about the first team who returned to your Earth 
from Mars. We know also how they transported the water from 
one sphere to another. We know why the Earth was barren and 
was abandoned the first time around, and know the events that 
followed. All this is common knowledge to us, but you will 
not believe what is written because you have been 
conditioned. You can break this conditioning, we know also 
how this can be achieved, and at some time in the future we 
will offer these teachings. 

The information that ELITE has given in this document may 
have shocked some of its readers. To some^ it may have caused 
laughter. Some may have rejected what -has been written 
altogether. ELITE opinion is that if you were shocked, then 
this shows that your mind is at last beginning to wake from 
the slumber i t has been in since birth. If your reaction was 
one of rejection to our words, then you do not even deserve 
to be reading this document, go and bury your head in the 
sand of oblivion once more. If your reaction was one of 
laughter, then GOD HELP YOU. 

Do you not think that your creations will rebel now that 
your Governments have started burying them deep underground 
because they cannot be killed ? 

ELITE knows that the American Government are currently 
filling underwater tunnels with gas to try to kill off an 
alien race on your planet within the Bermuda Triangle. 

ELITE does have contact with the race known as the 
Scouredges. This species s t i l l lives under the surface of the 
planet known to you as Mars. ELITE has no control over what 
this race does. 

ELITE KNOWS THAT THEY HAVE PLANS TO VISIT THE EARTH SOON. 
ON A QUEST FOR REVENGE. 

LOOK TO ELITE FILE FOUR. 

IS THIS NOT HUMAN HISTORY REPEATING ITSELF YET AGAIN ? 
UNDERGROUND COMPLEXES ? HYBRID NATION ? MASTER RACE ? 

ARE YOU STILL NOT GETTING THE MESSAGE ? 

"And there followed hail and fire mingled with blood that 
were cast upon the Earth. " REVELATION CHAPTER 8 VERSE 7. 

JUPITER ? 

"And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the Earth, and 
unto them was given power. " REVELATION CHAPTER NINE. 

from DELIVERANCE on behalf of ELITE. 
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I R I S H UFO RESEARCH CENTRE 

SEP Q*19M 
E L I T E F I L E UPDATE 

Up to this present date, the twelfth day of the fourth month 
of your year 1994, ELITE has released nine documents all of 
which it is hoped has brought some awareness, to those who 
are concerned and interested regarding the existence of UFOs 
and those who operate them. With Project ALPHA and OMEGA and 
with DESTINY and DELIVERANCE as your main hosts we have 
covered many areas of the UFO phenomena. 

In ELITE file one, we informed you about certain genetic 
experiments, crafts produced by the US Government stolen 
from Extra Terrestrial technology, a craft held by the 
British Government, infiltration and conspiracy by the 
Governments to keep control of the masses and plans to 
produce a stealth style missile. 

In ELITE file two, we have briefly mentioned cattle 
mutilation, abductions, the destruction of the Hubble 
telescope and the threat of war against the United States of 
America. ^ 

In ELITE file three we found it necessary to expose certain 
people within your system as a means for you to 'know your 
enemy'. We then went into greater detail regarding genetic 
experiments in ELITE file four, about the making of a HYBRID 
which is supposed to be the start of a new race of beings 
who are under complete control of the authorities. 

In ELITE file five we have brought to you the plight of a 
witness, one who has a greater purpose that should concern 
you all. 

In ELITE files six and seven, we reached out to you from a 
different direction in an attempt to bring you awareness of 
things that will affect you in your near future. 

We have monitored responses to our words, and have been made 
aware of many opinions as to who or WHAT we may be. People 
are accusing one another for the release of these files. 
Many questions have been asked covering many areas 
mentioned. Even your Governments have shown an interest 
along with the news tellers. Threats have been passed around 
from one group to another. Without the intention of doing so 
we have launched psychological warfare, igniting a 
maldonious bomb. BUT, while you continue to lean towards the 
old theories that our words are disinformation or conspiracy 
plots, you are still missing the point, YOU ARE STILL NOT 
GETTING THE MESSAGE. 



Before we release any more files we would ask you to take 
the time to read back over what you have already 
received, including ELITE files eight and nine, and consider 
very carefully the contents. STOP blaming others for what 
has been written and consider the ultimate possibility. Is 
it really so hard for you ? Have you been searching so long 
that now you have found what you were looking for you cannot 
accept it ? Or is it that human egotism cannot face that the 
answers are coming from elsewhere ? 

We have reached out to you all, and are arranging to meet 
with you in the seventh month of your year 1994. We promise 
you will not be disappointed. Is it too much to ask for you 
to meet us halfway on our approach ? 

from CONSTANCE on behalf of ELITE. 
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This is a copy of a letter sent to The Voice by means of 
protection from ELITE. 

A PERSONAL LETTER TO THE VOICE FROM ELITE 

To The Voice, 

ELITE acknowledges The Voice, and would like to send this 
short letter to let you know that wë are not ignoring you, 
and have not forgotten you. We have great respect in what 
you are trying to say. We are aware also of the Program of 
which you speak, and had planned in future ELITE files to 
make this knowledge known to those whom i t concern. 

ELITE feels that The Voice places itself in great danger as 
i t leaves open i t s door too wide. We would hope to protect 
you to a certain degree from those that would wish to lock 
your door for good. , 

Because we have great respect for your opinions and 
openness, you will be a special guest at our meeting later 
this year. You will learn that certain people who have 
received our files in the past have now been eliminated 
from our invitation l i s t . 

A further comment: copies of this letter have been sent to 
various people so that they may have knowledge that should 
anything happen to you we will know who is responsible. 

Our co operation at all times. 

Respectfully 

DESTINY on behalf of ELITE. 
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"If I have told you earthly things, and you believe not, how 
shall you believe if I tell you of heavenly things ?". 
ST JOHN CHAPTER 3 VERSE 12 NEW TESTAMENT. 

These were the words spoken by Jesus Christ. We would like 
to speak about this very special person. 

'I AM FROM THE SKY ABOVE, YOU ARE FROM THE EARTH BELOW.1 

When Jesus was sent here almost two thousand years ago, the 
circumstances behind his birth seemed very strange, indeed 
unbelievable and unacceptable to those that knew nothing of 
the probability of artificial insemination,* which is quite 
common today on your Earth. The only difference between the 
insemination of Christ and that of a human insemination is 
that the technology was much more advanced then, even more 
than Man is capable of today. Before the female carrier was 
conceived of Jesus, she encountered a bright and piercing 
light. 

A LASER PERHAPS ? 

Yes, Jesus was conceived via l&ser insemination from a 
planet other than your Earth. Considering logic as you must 
do, it is fair to assume that he had intelligence before 
his birth on your planet. Therefore he existed elsewhere in 
the universe before he came to your planet Earth. You have 
to assume that he was not alone, as someone must have had 
to operate the machinery that sent him. 

His chosen Earth mother was merely an incubator to allow 
him to live as a human man. His chosen Earth parents were 
fully instructed as to how this Extra Terrestrial visitor 
would live each day of his short life on Earth, and was 
likewise instructed on his forthcoming death and how they 
would put his name down firmly into your Earths history. 

The Earth parents of Jesus had a spiritual guide, taking 
them stage by stage through the life of this Extra 
Terrestrial saviour, and they did so with patience and 
without prejudice. How this transference from Extra 
Terrestrial to human was actually possible will be 
explained after a time when this story will be accepted as 
the truth. 

The necessity for Jesus being here was to show Man that 
they were not alone, and to offer proof of a more 
technically advanced civilisation. He demonstrated the 
possibilities of ever lasting life by himself returning 
from the dead after perishing by the hand of Man. 



Since the birth of Jesus, almost two thousand years have 
past. Man was told that he would return after this time. 
If you believe that Jesus existed on your Earth, was 
crucified dead and buried, three days later returned from 
the dead to show himself in physical form, should you not 
believe also that he will indeed return ? 

"I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, which 
is and which was and which is to come." 
REVELATION CHAPTER ONE VERSE 8. 

"And I saw a new Heaven and a new Earth, for the first 
Heaven and the first Earth were passed away, And I saw the 
holy city coming DOWN from God out of Heaven." 
REVELATION CHAPTER 21 VERSES 1 AND 2. 

We would like you to think very carefully about the words 
above, for there is deeper meaning in* what has been 
written. Jesus was indeed the son of the person known to 
you as God, and he will indeed return. This you can 
believe. Sadness is felt for those who do not believe as 
they will not benefit from this manifestation. 

Just as this transition from Extra Terrestrial to human was 
possible for Jesus, it must be accepted that it be also 
possible for others like him. This brings us to his 
connection to ELITE. 

It may be very difficult for some» of you reading this 
document to accept what is written, but if the past history 
of Jesus is acceptable to the millions who worship him in 
your churches, then it should not be too difficult to 
believe that it is possible today, when you consider the 
advancement of technology not only here on your Earth, but 
elsewhere since the time of Jesus. 

EVEN A NON RELIGIOUS PERSON CAN SEE THAT THERE MUST 
HAVE BEEN SOMETHING DIFFERENT ABOUT HIM OR ELSE WHY 

FORM A RELIGION ON HIS WORDS IN THE FIRST PLACE ? 

At the time of the predicted death of Jesus as in his 
birth, there was seen a bright and piercing light. This 
time in its capacity to remove the entity from its human 
dwelling by means of laser suction. This too, can be 
explained in technical detail at some time in the very near 
future. 

We are aware of the existence of the cloth that covered 
Jesus after his death, the one which has been classified as 
not authentic. The only reason that it was considered to be 
so, was due to the fact that should Man admit it to be a 
genuine article, it would now have to be explained how it 
came to pass that the imprint remained. They would not have 
the means to explain this. To discredit this item is 
therefore easier than to explain i t , such as with the 
subject of UFOs. ELITE knows that the Turin shroud IS 
authentic, and will prove so on our arrival. 



"And, lo, the star, which they saw in the east, WENT BEFORE 
THEM ''till i t CAME and STOOD over where the young child 
was." ST MMTHEM CHAPTER 2 VERSE 9. 

DO YOU KNOW OF ANY STAR THAT CAN MANOEUVRE ITSELF IN 
ANY CHOSEN DIRECTION AND BE ABLE TO STOP AT WILL ? 

COULD THIS BE A UFO ? 

ELITE knows i t was. 

That is all we will write about Jesus, you can make up 
your own mind about his connection with the UFO phenomena. 
Be aware if you love and believe in him as there are those 
in high places who are preaching that UFOs and Extra 
Terrestrials are evil. Should the human race be completely 
convinced of this, what chance does Jesus stand against 
Man when he returns IN HIS UFO ? , .* 

WHAT RIGHT DOES MAN HAVE TO CONDEMN SOMETHING PURELY 
BECAUSE HE IS IGNORANT OF THE FACTS ? 

YOU HAVE THE TOOL TO OPEN YOUR MINDS, PLEASE USE IT NOW 
OR CONDEMN THE HUMAN RACE TO STAGNATION. 

ELITE would like to make the readers aware that over ten 
thousand copies of this document will be seen world wide, 
and among them will be copies sent by special messenger to 
the heads of the seven churches. ELITE feels i t is 
important to advise you of this. If the heads of the seven 
churches deny receiving this document, take this notice to 
you as evidence that we have said i t has been done. 

from 
THEOSOS 

on behalf of 
ELITE. 
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In this ELITE file eleven we would like to talk about the 
Devils Advocates, those who lead with intention and operate 
a program of restraint on the whole of the human race. 

Trained personnel are selected to segregate certain members 
of the public at a very early age, members of the public 
who for some reason appear to be different in their way of 
thinking from the rest. These people show qualities of a 
deeper understanding to the meaning of life. Some of them 
have memories of a past existence and have their own ideas 
of how life on Earth should be. 

ELITE finds it easy to communicate at an inter dimensional 
level with these individuals, as they show, signs of being 
the descendants of earlier civilisations thjkt* we find it 
easy to relate to. We then invite these people to become our 
witnesses, those who can bring awareness of the truth to 
others. 

Most of these witnesses respond in a positive way and others 
do not. Those who do not have usually been very closely 
monitored since childhood and have been pushed over the edge 
of stable mental health by those who have harassed and 
humiliated them. To these witnesses we become the enemy, 
something they see now as evil because they have suffered at 
the hand of Man, for having knowledge and communication with 
us. We cannot blame them for this, but it has been known to 
complicate our education programme. It places doubt in the 
field and makes it harder for us to become accepted at a 
human level. 

For many years your Governments and the people behind them 
have been aware of many events that take place in the 
universe on both an Extra Terrestrial and scientific level, 
but they believe that the capacity of the conscious human 
mind is fulfilled, and that extra knowledge other than that 
which you have been taught must be added to the conscious 
very slowly. They do not want to tip the balance of the 
human mind. These were only theories first suggested by the 
scientific community at a time when any kind of flight was 
non existent on Earth. 

The human brain has two major brain capabilities, the 
conscious and the sub conscious. If you push your conscious 
mind to full capacity, you can force your way in to the sub 
conscious. This provides you not only with all past 
knowledge, but also leaves plenty of room for the receipt 
and acceptance of any future knowledge no matter how strange 
and unusual that knowledge may appear to be. 

At the point where Man has complete knowledge, life on Earth 
could never be the same again. There could be no powerful 
Government force, no greed, no â&$kne*fs and disease etc 



"I, Jesus, have sent my angel to announce these things to 
you, I am the bright morning star" REVELATION CHAPTER 22 
VERSE 16. 

We exist at your sub conscious level that is why we have 
problems getting you to accept us for what we are. We are 
slowly opening the door, but you have to meet us half way. 

Some of your kind who have crossed that barrier have been 
caught up in a trap of ridicule and are being pushed into a 
conditioned state. They are being taught at a conscious 
level to create a feedback of disinformation to the public. 
For example, those that can be discredited, those who have 
theories without substance, THOSE WHO ARE AFRAID OF THE 
TRUTH. 

ELITE does not need to name these people as from the reading 
of this file, they will know if they are one.or will be able 
to recognise those who are. Those who are genuine will have 
the means to re educate to who are not at an unconscious 
level. 

The weaker witnesses will fade into human normality, and the 
strongest will make the way for a greater understanding of 
the way things shall be. 

IT IS VERY SAD TO SEE A RACE SO TIMID, SO LAID BACK, 
SO MISINFORMED AND LIMITED IN ITS THINKING, 

WHEN EACH NEW STEP IN TECBNOÜpGY WAS DESIGNED 
TO BRING THEM THE TRUTH. 

IT HAS NOT WORKED F£T. 

It is also sad to know that we are waiting to integrate and 
that Man has to make the first move towards us. 

To give birth to something new is a painful progress, but 
the joy and happiness that is felt when it is over is 
unmeasurable. 

You who are reading this are among the privileged few, 
because you are the ones who have been asked to assist in 
this transition from one way of life to another. 

YOU ARE THE CHOSEN ONES. 

ELITE knows you are special. Not any human can do what you 
are about to do. You are our descendants. You have the 
understanding and POWER to teach those who are less 
fortunate. 

BE WISE IN HONOUR. BE IGNORANT IN SHAME. 

To be continued 

from 
DESTINY, DELIVERANCE and CONSTANCE 

on behalf of 
ELITE. 
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WARNING: In ELITE file twelve, we wish to attempt to start 
opening your minds. We wish to open your minds because if 
someone does not do so in the very near future, your closed 
minds will cease to exist due to SELF DESTRUCTION. 

READ THESE WORDS AS THEY ARE WORDS OF GUIDANCE. 

THESE ARE NOT THE WORDS OF A RELIGIOUS ORDER. 

Since man has had the power to govern, he has had the power 
to poison the minds of other men. Your Earth and its people 
are not a credit to those who do not wish to dwell there. 
You are fools indeed if you think that a planet that sits in 
a central position would be permitted to spread their poison 
outside of their own restricted space. 

The Earth is like the conscious mind of Man, small and 
without much capacity. It is incapable of extending itself 
without causing death and destruction. You have many 
different Governments employing many different groups to 
monitor the lives of normal people and it is all for greed 
and power. As a human you are expected to behave in a 
certain way. If you stray from those ways you must be 
controlled. It is not those who live off of your planet who 
order this, IT IS YOUR OWN KIND. 

Wars are designed and arranged on your planet. There are 
weapons that have been developed that you would not even 
dream to be factual. You have chemical weapons, electronic 
weapons and even laser type weapons, and all of these are 
not designed to attack those of us out here, but those who 
reside on your Earth. AGAINST YOUR OWN KIND. 

Tomorrow you could be victim to some Governments next 
experiment. A chemical cloud could pass over your area and 
contaminate your water supply or even touch you physically. 
Maybe you will die as a result. But there is one thing you 
can be sure of and that is it will not matter to those who 
were doing the experimenting, they will just put it down to 
experience and hope that is does not happen again, even 
though they were the ones who caused the carnage in the 
first place. YOUR OWN KIND. 

ELITE would like to help unlock the controlled mind and give 
you a chance to live, but you must first realise that things 
are not right and want to help yourselves. You have to make 
the first move, after which we are prepared to guide you. 

It is common knowledge to ELITE that man has occupied other 
planets in the past, and has twice destroyed the Earth 
making it barren, but they still seem to want to start the 
whole cycle of destruction yet again. Your Earth is one big 
experimental laboratory with 'too many chiefs and not enough 
Indians'. I'm sure that you have heard this saying before. 
YOUR OWN DOING. 



What you have read so far might already be too much for you 
to absorb, but you will need to get a grip of the contents 
to help stretch your mind, to enable you to reach out to 
your sub conscious level where all knowledge can be found no 
matter who you are or where you hail from. ELITE realises 
that to expect you to believe our words may be a little too 
ambitious, but these words are not written for our benefit, 
IT IS FOR YOUR OWN. 

You who read these words are among the privileged, as there 
are many thousands of ordinary people who will never see the 
likes of this file in their lifetime, unless the braver of 
you will be willing to spread the words that are here 
written. Many did not believe the words of Jesus, or even 
that he ever existed, but for those who did believe they 
spread the word far enough to create a loving order all over 
the world. His words are published more than the words of 
anyone, and he has promised to return..... , 

HOW DO YOU THINK THIS WILL HAPPEN ? 

HAVE YOU EVER EVEN THOUGHT ABOUT IT ? 

No one could blame you when you consider the way that your 
Earth is today, but he is not to blame for the bloody 
mindlessness of Man. 

I have heard it said when there is a major catastrophe on 
your Earth, 'how can there be a* God if he allows the 
innocent to die?' Have you ever thought to blame the other 
great power, evil ? Evil exists as sure as you are living. 
Where there is good there is evil, but those days will end, 
and that is a promise from ELITE. 

All the answers to your problems do not fall from the sky at 
your request. You have to work for them. So must you strive 
for the truth. Do not stay beneath the feet of those who 
have convinced you that they are your superiors. Demand to 
be set free from secrecy, lies and conspiracy. DEMAND THE 
TRUTH OF OUR EXISTENCE. 

You are a living thing created to live your life to the 
full, why live as half a person when with a little demanding 
and forcefulness you can be complete ? 

PEOPLE IN AUTHORITY KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON. 

DEMAND FJ30M THEM THE TRUTH. 

If you ask and they say no, ask again, and again until you 
have satisfaction to your questions. If you have read these 
words so far, then you must agree with most of what has been 
written. At a later date, we intend to expose all those 
things that keep you in your place, and deprive you of your 
God given right to a comfortable life. If only half of you 
act on these words, then we will have successfully reached 
five hundred of you. That can multiply if you decide to tell 
others. 



IMPORTANT NOTICE FROM ELITE. 

THESE ARE THE WORDS OF MY FATHER. 

TAKE HEED TO WHAT IS WRITTEN. 

For some time now, you have been receiving our files, and in 
them we have outlined some of the topics which we think are 
important for your process of awareness. We have brought to 
you top secret information, and given you words of wisdom. 
However this is only a small part of what we have to say to 
you. 

It is at this point of ELITE file twelve, that we are to 
inform you that what we still have to say must go into great 
detail, not only on topics we have already brought to you, 
but also on others we have not even mention^eçl thus far. 

ELITE has decided that the best way for us to get our 
message of awareness to you from now on is in the form of a 
book, which will be a present to you from ELITE. Every 
person who receives this book will have their name printed 
on the front page. It will be a personal gift, a gift to 
treasure. This book is called THE BOOK OF LIFE, and will 
arrive with you one month before our promised meeting. All 
the information contained in the book will be needed for 
your final awareness, and will be very easy for you to 
understand. Then the whole truth wiM be known. 

To those of you who have felt touched by the words we have 
sent you, and can relate to some or all of i t , a special 
piece of news has now been permitted to reach your eyes. 
There will be space provided for you to go on a very special 
journey, a journey of a lifetime eternal, a journey back to 
where you belong. 

To those who have not believed our words, laughed or tried 
to discredit them, knowing them to be words of truth, ELITE 
is afraid that you are lost. We have tried to reach you but 
you have rejected us. We have failed. Now you are on your 
own. ELITE knows the people who do not have faith in our 
words. These people will not receive a copy of this book. 

Some of the topics to be discussed in The Book Of Life are: 

1. Hypnotic suggestion through the media of television, 
radio, music and the press. 

2. Electronic Monitoring and control by your Governments. 

3. How to know who you are and from where you came, a long 
time ago before your birth. 

4. Physical contact with the non physical. 

5. The knowledge of how to understand other dimensions. 

6. The reason and uses of chemical warfare. 



We will offer you lessons in how to deal with each topic 
that you feel applies to you. You will have to create for 
yourselves a certain discipline in order to combat what is 
affecting you now, or maybe planned to affect you in the 
future. 

Much much more will be given to you in our words and will 
complete for you your awareness programme. This will take 
you to your next stage of understanding, that which has been 
restricted for so long. 

In the words of your book, you will also read stories that 
you may not be able to relate to. These will be the stories 
of the past history of those who are walking among you in 
human shells, those you will later meet in their true form 
at your special meeting. 

Although this will be the last ELITE file,x t please do not 
worry my friends, we will not forget you. We 'have not taken 
the trouble to bring you our words just simply to abandon 
you in your hour of need. Do not forget our words we have 
spoken thus far, do not dispose of them either as the day of 
our arrival is truly near, much much nearer than you could 
imagine in your wildest dreams. ELITE will keep in contact 
with you up until your book arrives, and long after, have no 
fear. 

While you await your personal copy of The Book of Life, take 
the time to read over our past words and ask yourself, who 
would put themselves in danger with the authorities just for 
a practical joke ? What would be the point to send you these 
words if they were not the words of truth ? Remember what we 
have said will happen in the future, and let it be known 
that it will be done. 

To those of you reading this who have no faith in the words 
we have written, a warning. When something is told by your 
news tellers in the very near future that you have read in 
our files, do not dare say that you were not warned. Do not 
dare say that you were not prepared. ELITE will stand as 
proof of this warning. ELITE will stand as proof of this 
preparation. If your mind is not willing to accept the truth 
now, then the only person you can blame when the day arrives 
is YOURSELF. 

TO HAVE FAITH IN THE UNKNOWN IS HONOURABLE. 

TO HAVE FAITH IN THE PHYSICAL FORM IS REALITY. 

WE WILL SOON SEE FROM WHAT PLATE YOU FEED FROM. 

Now that you have read these words, please read again and 
understand what is written. Read more slowly. Each time you 
read it will have more meaning. All knowledge given has to 
be reached at a lower level of consciousness to penetrate 
the control and suppression. 



ARE THESE THE WORDS OF GOVERNMENT PROPAGANDA ? 

ARE THESE THE WORDS OF GOVERNMENT DISINFORMATION ? 

WHAT GOVERNMENT POWER WOULD TELL THE PEOPLE TO 
BREAK THE CHAINS OF SUPPRESSION ? 

Anyone with any level of intelligence can see that ELITE is 
on the side of the people of Earth, and has no wish to harm 
them in anyway, as we are not EVIL. 

STOP AND THINK FOR JUST ONE MOMENT. 

LOOK AROUND YOUR PLANET. 

IS THERE A PART OF YOUR WORLD WHERE CONFLICT IS NOT RIFE ? 

WHO IS CAUSING THE DEATHS IN YOUR WARS ? 

WHO IS CAUSING MASS POLLUTION ON A GLOBAL SCALE ? 

WHO HAS PUT A HOLE IN THE OZONE LAYER ? 

WHO HAS CONTAMINATED YOUR FOOD AND WATER ? 

M A N . 

YOU ARE A RACE THAT IS SICK AND IN NEED OF MEDICINE. 

WILL YOU REJECT US WHEN WE OFFER A CURE ? 

from 
THE ARK OF THEOSES. 

the home of 
ELITE. 



IN SEARCH OF THE WITNESS. S/B EXHIBIT 14 MOD. 

I won't reveal my name to you at this time as I am 
in a difficult position however I need to relay some 
information that may be of interest to anyone who is a 
serious researcher in the subject of ufology and the 
possible existence of Extra Terrestrial life. The 
Information I am about to give is of a very serious nature. 
After reading you will have to make up your own mind about 
how you may best deal with it. 

I was by profession an anthropologist and have on three 
occasions been escorted to at least two separate underground 
complexes in the USA where I worked until I retired in 
November of 1992. I cannot be more specific about where 
these complexes were as I was taken there blindfold, and I'm 
sure of deception of distance by means of diversion. All I 
know is that I was in Dallas at the time of the trip I'm 
going to tell you about in this document. I would like it to 
be noted for the record in the future, when you become aware 
of my identity that for most of my life I have had 
absolutely no real interest or belief in UFOs or Extra 
Terrestrials, but as an anthropologist I have had to 
consider the possibility of the Human race having migrated 
here from somewhere else. 

I was taken underground into an area that contained two 
large computers, a brain scanner a&d an anthropomorphous 
female in a container of pure rock crystal. I will continue 
this story by referring to the female as 'the entity'. The 
entity appeared to be in perfect condition and shape, about 
six feet long, black hair (what could be seen of it) as the 
head was mostly covered by some form of head gear. From the 
neck to the knee area with arms exposed on either side, the 
entity was covered with a sheet of substance that resembled 
magnesium. It was sort of silver/white and looked almost 
like dried liquid. The feet exposed displayed only four toes 
each. 

It had been impossible to gain inner access to this 
container but I was asked to conduct a study of the entity 
itself by means of the computer, x ray machines, brain 
scanner and other items of equipment. I tried 
Electroconvulsive therapy. I used both an 
Electroencephalograph and electroscope. Some responses to 
these had been monitored and we could confirm that in some 
capacity at least that the entity was living. It was code 
named 'S/B' (Sleeping Beauty). There also seemed to be some 
magnetic energy being emitted from time to time from the 
container. The information I was given was that the object 
was retrieved in October 1948. They never told me from where 
it had been retrieved. 

Every few months the chest of the entity expands for 
approximately fifteen seconds, mist appears all around the 
inside, remains for about twelve minutes and then disperses. 
I was asked if there was any way I could identify the origin 
of this entity. My opinion was that they may have wanted me 
to confirm that it was a living fossilized relic of some 
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bygone civilisation that had somehow become trapped and 
frozen in time. I could not. What I saw was not part of the 
Human race. For one thing it was too perfect, and another, 
no human could survive the shock of what had been done to 
test it and its surrounding cocoon of hard rock crystal. 
Unable to penetrate the surface in any way they had relied 
entirely on the machinery available to them, even some of 
that was somewhat more advanced than some I had encountered 
on visits to other sites. 

The whole object has been scanned and x rayed. X ray has 
revealed that the organs within the entity are much the 
same as ours but with no appendix, the heart appears 
slightly to the right, and that the joints of the bones seem 
to be of a synthetic material. There is tissue from behind 
the eyes connecting to the brain that we don't have and the 
eardrum is larger than ours. Running up the left forearm 
beginning about one inch from the wrist is,five inches of 
what looks like hieroglyphic writing in the form of a scar. 
Further up the same arm is another scar of a circle with a 
triangle inside it. On the right wrist she was wearing a 
metal looking device about three inches wide. It is about 
this entity that I have decided to write this letter and 
send it to as many people in the field of ufology that I 
can, as since I have now retired and have done some of my 
own investigation into this area I would like to share my 
knowledge with you, for what it is worth. 

Unless you have ever been in my situation I'm sure you 
cannot even begin to imagine what it is like to be 
confined in areas where you are dealing with something the 
general public are allowed to know nothing about. spending 
ten hours, six days a week prodding, poking and dissecting 
what appear to be alien or Extra Terrestrial bodies in only 
the last few years of my career. The entity I have been 
telling you about took on a special interest to me. I was 
shown other items that were recovered from the area at the 
time and documents relating to attempts by others like 
myself to try to get to the bottom of this discovery. I saw 
alot of this container and its contents and I became almost 
obsessed on a personal basis to find out exactly who she was 
and where she had hailed from. Most days spent with the 
object were mundane with nothing more than a few readings to 
pick up on the computer, which did not amount to any 
information being picked up. On the day which was to be my 
last day with the entity, the machines attached to the 
container were going mad for about three hours. A meeting of 
very high military personel was called and I was there long 
enough for the results of that meeting. The decision was 
that the container be moved to a lower area and sealed off 
as it was now felt that it was a threat to international 
security. Apparently while the monitors were going mad 
'Black Project' lost three of its helicopters in a mid air 
collision. I overheard something mentioned about the 
complexity of the brain of the entity and that it was felt 
that the monitoring of the container was somehow activating 
a response of aggression. 

I was taken away from the complex that day to another area 
above ground where I was forced to sign secret related 



documents. I was told that if I spoke of any of this that I 
may somehow disappear from existence. I'm too old to worry 
about that anymore. I was returned home and decided to 
retire but could not get what I had seen out of my head. I 
became very interested in the whole aspect of 'where did 
she come from, who is she' etc. 

In April of 1993 I met a woman who is telepath, her seirvices 
had been used by many law agencies and doctors in an attempt 
to reach people who had fallen into a coma. She had been 
very successful in most of her cases. I invited her to visit 
with me in a professional capacity to which she agreed. She 
came to see me on May 12th at 10am and did not leave until 
lam the following day. Breaking my secrets contract I told 
this woman all I knew. I asked her if there was any way she 
could communicate telepathically with for example a possible 
Extra Terrestrial. She stated that in the art of telepathy 
there were no lingual boundaries and fel^t sure that she 
could make some kind of contact. \ * 

One problem we had was the fact that I could not exactly 
locate the subject to be contacted, and all I had was a 
drawing of the scars found on her arm and things I had worn 
and used during the time I had worked in the underground 
complex. We relaxed on the sofa and the telepath held my 
watch. For four hours nothing happened, then at 3pm we had 
our first break. The telepath knew that the entity was 
underground at about 290ft. She then said she could smell 
dust from the desert and hear^ sounds like that of 
helicopters humming. 

As she passed into a trance like state, she started to 
shiver as if cold and looked like she was in agony. When 
she opened her eyes she told me she had made contact with 
the entity and that a name had been given to her, TYRA. She 
said that now she could call her by her name she could go 
deeper. I gave her a list of questions to ask. The telepath 
then went back into her trance and remained that way for 
thirty five minutes. When she finally returned to normality 
she told me that the female entity was only operating on one 
third her normal capability, that she was now occupying a 
human shell on this earth and that she had done since a 
short time after she was found. She had inseminated by means 
of staletic laser into a female embryo in the area of LONDON 
ENGLAND. Tyra was asked why she had chosen this part of the 
world, she replied that she has others of her kind in male 
form to contact there. She also revealed that the marks on 
her forearm reveal her identity. She said that all humans 
will have them one day in another form. SHE WOULD NOT SAY 
WHERE SHE WAS FROM only that she was not of 'Ye' (whatever 
that means). She seemed to be able to speak English but she 
has a very strong accent of some kind. She said she had 
arrived here by design as had many other emissaries of other 
races before her. She relayed that in the Ye year of 1995 
there was going to be an awareness experienced by the human 
race such had never been seen before. 

She said that the third of her remaining in the container 
would merge into the human shell she is now occupying and 
then all would be known. She would not say when this 



transistion would take place. She spoke of the human race as 
those who had lost direction and now needed guidance. She 
insisted that she was of a peaceful race and that her 
intentions were good for mankind, but that she had a greater 
purpose in terms of preparation. She would not say what that 
would be. She revealed to the telepath that when she has 
merged completely with the human shell that the container 
and its contents that are sealed off underground would self 
destruct and may take part of the complex with i t . She asked 
if there was any way that the container could be removed 
before this happens, a satisfactory answer to her request 
could not be given. 

That was the end of that communication and we have never 
been able to raise her since although many attempts have 
been made to do so. What is it all about? Is it possible 
that a female entity has come here from somewhere else out 
there? To grow up to bring words of wisdom * to the human 
race? Transformed herself by some kind of laser insemination 
into a human baby? God only knows we need help. If this is 
true, who is she now? Where in LONDON ENGLAND is she? Do you 
know for example of any female witness that fits this 
description? If you do it would be my wish and that of 
others who are truly concerned that witness be found and 
protected. 

I believe time is short and I know what I have seen and 
heard. If I am still able I wiM write again later this 
year if I have any more information. I am now on a quest to 
search for this woman who I also believe must have tried to 
make contact with those who have an interest in this 
subject. It is my belief also that until she has completely 
merged with the human that she is not sure of her direction 
other than that she somehow does not feel part of the human 
race. 

If you ever find her and you feel like pasing on her 
whereabouts you can send me a letter under the pseudonym 
of Alan Smith c/o Box 1053, Sunland, California, 91047 7058, 
USA. The letters will be collected every month. A final 
passing thought, Tyra mentioned also that when she is 
completely merged with the human shell that it will go into 
a 10-15 year reversal situation. This might help you when 
looking, if you intend to that is. 

PLEASE FIND HER BEFORE SOMEONE ELSE DOES. 

COPIED FROM ORIGINAL DOCUMENT RECEIVED BY ELITE. 


